New Dungowan
Dam and Pipeline
Community Information Session
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and Hydrology Series,
surface water and flooding

Agenda
• Acknowledgement of Country
• Introductions
• Project update
• Environmental Impact Statement
• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
• Hydrology Series: Surface
water and flooding
• Questions

Acknowledgement of Country
Water Infrastructure NSW acknowledge that today
we meet on Gomeroi/Kamilaroi/Kamillaroi Country.
We acknowledge the traditional owners of the lands
and we show our respect for elders past, present and
emerging through thoughtful and collaborative
approaches to our work.
I extend this welcome to Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander people joining us here today.
Thank you for your interest in the project and for
joining with us here this morning.

Nikita Ridgeway

Environmental Impact Statement
Project Planning

Project update
•

$675m committed from the Federal Government
and $600m from the NSW Government

•

Environmental investigations continue

•

Calala street works progressing

•

Final works taking place at intersections of
Gordon St, Campbell Rd and Harrier Pde

•

Disturbed areas of impacted streets will be
resurfaced
Continue to build the control valve station in Council’s
water treatment facility

•
•

We will then start work in private properties

Project update
•

The project team engaged with nearly 650
stakeholders at AgSmart and the Tamworth Country
Music Festival

•

MPK hosted a site visit for local pre-school kids
showing them how water pipelines are built

Environmental Impact Statement
Hydrology Series
The study of water

Environmental Impact Statement
The EIS will go on formal exhibition so you, the community, government agencies and the consent
authorities can make informed submissions on the project.

Before then, we want to talk to you about each draft technical report. This is so we can hear your feedback and answer your q uestions.
We will then consider your feedback and incorporate it where relevant before the EIS goes on public exhibition.
If you still have feedback when at this point, you can make a formal submission

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment
What was assessed?
Aboriginal Cultural Strategy
First, the project asked for interest from Aboriginal parties to
develop a project-specific Aboriginal Cultural Strategy.
Ensuring First Nations people are embedded in project matters that
may affect their heritage and to help maintain their culture,
language, knowledge and identity.
The project also follows the “Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010”.

Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs)
17

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment
What was assessed?
Combining all sources of truth
Combining documented history, archaeological records, ground truthing and the inherent knowledge of
the RAPs.
Throughout the assessment, the RAPs:
• Attended eight Aboriginal focus group meetings
• Participated in a two-week field survey in the project area
• Participated in a five-week archaeological test excavation in the project area
• Participated in a site visit with an anthropologist to discuss cultural values
• Provided input to and reviewed project documents, such as the Draft ACHA Report
• Ongoing due diligence surveys at ground disturbance sites such as geotechnical survey sites

To date, the RAPs have contributed in 350 interactions and cumulatively
spent 295 days on the project site.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment
What we found?
Scattered stone artifacts
Throughout the project footprint and beyond, there is a continuous scatter of
stone artifacts both on the surface and shallowly buried. This is a reflection of
the long-term use of the entire landscape by Aboriginal people in the past.
Eight areas within the dam and inundation footprint demonstrate long term
and/or repeat visitation and occupation by Aboriginal people over at least the
last 5,000 years. These areas are mostly small, but some extend 350m in
length along Dungowan Creek’s edge.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment
What we found?
Sites of cultural significance
17 sites of cultural significance identified include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A gender specific site
A stone arrangement linked to a Creation Ancestor Story
Two culturally modified trees
A grinding groove
The former Dungowan Station
Three social history places, a former residence, an environmental reserve, and a former school site
Three sites identified by RAPs; An ambush site and two stone arrangements that were considered to
reflect burials.
Five archaeological sites; Three stone arrangements and two potentially culturally modified trees.

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment
How we will manage impacts

We will avoid impacts where possible
We will continue to work together
We will recover and conserve artifacts

Hydrology Series
The study of water
What was assessed?
We modelled approximately 130 years of historical climate data alongside estimates of future
climate data and water demands to understand what effect the new dam would have on water
flows.
The model compared two future scenarios to make sure the new dam provides the outcomes we
are seeking:
1.

Baseline - represented current conditions including keeping the existing Dungowan Dam and
pipeline.

2.

New Dam - represented conditions after the New Dungowan Dam and Pipeline has been
constructed, is operational and the existing dam has been decommissioned and removed.

Hydrology Series
The study of water
What we found
The new dam will increase water security for Tamworth

• The new dam will store about four times the capacity of
the existing Dungowan Dam.
• The dam will capture water from a 33% larger catchment
area.
• The new pipeline will replace ageing infrastructure that leaks
regularly, saving both water and maintenance work.
• The new pipeline from the New Dungowan Dam to the Calala
Water Treatment Plant will increase capacity up to 71ML a day.

That’s access to an additional
51ML or 28 Olympic swimming
pools of water each day.

Hydrology Series
The study of water
The new dam will decrease the impact of flooding
when it is not full:
• beneficial flood mitigation to Dungowan Creek
• decrease the average flood depth by up to 200mm
• decrease average flood extents by up to 20%
The new dam will decrease the frequency and duration
of water restrictions in Tamworth
• Looking at both current water demands and a future
demand 20% higher than now, building the New
Dungowan Dam will:

• reduce water restrictions in the future
• result in water restrictions occurring less often, and
for shorter periods in Tamworth.

Hydrology Series
The study of water
Environmental Contingency Allowance

There will be a formal Environmental Contingency
Allowance
•

The volume of water stored in the dam which
can be released for specific environmental
purposes

The new dam will provide an Environmental Contingency
Allowance of 200ML a year.

The new dam will support a more natural river flow
•

•The transparent water release would be up to 13ML a day.
Transparent water release
The operating rules for dams which required all
dam inflows occurring at certain times to be
passed immediately downstream.

Environmental Impact Statement
How to give feedback
Email

Phone

Dungowandamproject
@dpie.nsw.gov.au

1800 318 045

Tuesday, 5 May 5.30pm
Wednesday, 11 May 5.30pm

Online | Webinars

www.water.nsw.gov
.au/dungowan-dam

Local business engagement
Local businesses registered interest on project webpages

Contractors provided details of businesses

Contractors selection criteria includes use of local businesses

Connect with us
We want your feedback
We would love to hear from you if you have any feedback, suggestions, or insights you can share.

dungow andamproject@dpie.nsw.
gov .au

1800 318 045

New Dungowan Dam
project group

w ww.water.nsw.gov.au/dungowa
n-dam

Questions

Thank you

